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Attendees

Delegate Country

Valeriya Babich Belarus

Klára Kratochvílová Czech Republic

Samuel Rubín Czech Republic

Stefanie Ischner Germany

Dorottya Komlósi Hungary

Filippo Grassi Italy

Francesca Civolani Italy

Francesca Pietrunti Italy

Amalie Henrichsen Norway

Patricia Lima (board) Portugal

Ana Prats Spain (FACE)

Eduard Colomer (board) Spain (Celíacs Catalunya)

Rebecca Neuhold Switzerland

Marissa Siemons (board) The Netherlands

Liza Tretiakova Ukraine
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Opening
The GA meeting started with a small introduction of each member and a game of
‘would you rather’.

Communication form
It was brought up that not everyone prefers to use WhatsApp to communicate. We
discussed other options but noticed most delegates prefer either email or WhatsApp. If
anyone would like to receive a message through any other platform of our activities,
they can bring this up with the board.

Working Group: Social Media

● Define the person/people who are responsible for posting on social media.
● More posts about food (photos): with the country, if it is a certified restaurant.
● Posting recipes once a month.
● Post more about CYE activities.
● Post about the summer camp: curiosities about the country, for example.
● Quiz with food questions (would you rather eat pizza with pineapple or not).
● More posts about travels, with tips about travelling.
● Program posts before-hand: use business-suite to post and plan things.
● Posting recipes about festivities.
● Do a collaboration with Schar/other food company and in the end, the winner will have a

prize (food products).
● Contact famous people (or famous gluten free bloggers etc.) in each country to spread

awareness in coeliac disease.
● Posting about Summer Camp
● Scientific articles (when published by national association translate it)
● Coeliac people tell their story.
● One structure that is easy to follow.

CYE Summer Camp 2022

● The organisation that was supposed to organise it in 2020 is no longer available. We are

currently in contact with the Italian association to try and find another association. The Italian
delegates are checking on this and would like to emphasize their interest in organising the
event in 2022.

● Portugal was supposed to organise the summer camp of 2021 and is checking their
availability for 2023.

● Amalie (Norway) said she’ll speak with her association because they already organize summer

and winter camps. Possibly for 2023 or future.

EPF
The European Patients’ Forum (EPF) is an independent non-profit, non-governmental umbrella
organisation of patient organisations across Europe and across disease-areas. Our 77 members
include disease-specific patient groups active at EU level and national coalitions of patients.
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It is currently possible to apply to become a member of the youth group. You can use CYE as the
association.

Project plan 2022
Ideas

● Do online meetings every 2 or 3 months: casual meetings
o PubQuiz
o FAQ

● Working with Erasmus
● Do a project around exchanges with other countries
● Expand list of countries in TravelNet
● Establishing a buddy in each country
● Organize a winter camp
● Document with all contacts of each association: sharing what CYE is in every country through

communication channels
● Post about diabetes day, for example, to establish a collaboration with them
● Make a documentary about how coeliacs live in each country in Europe
● Contact Disney/Pixar through a formal letter to have a character that represents celiac

disease
● Telegram/Discord group to interact

CYE Board positions 2022
It was mentioned that in the next year at least one board position will become available for
delegates. Anyone interested in becoming part of the board is invited to board meetings, in order to
have a smooth transition. It is important to make sure the flow always remains with at least 1 board
member remaining, in order to continue all projects smoothly.


